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Lead, Direct and Email Marketing Marketing and
communications require a marketing leader who can

provide strategic advice and planning; a creative, change-
focused individual who can partner with teams and clients
in achieving sales and revenue goals; and an evangelist
who can communicate the importance of marketing to

members of the organization. Are you ready to help clients
deliver on growth and innovation across the product

portfolio? This is a key position in our Product Marketing
organization and you will play a critical role in helping us
win across teams and individuals in the organization. You
have a track record of effectively partnering with clients

and have led or co-led on a number of major organizational
initiatives. We are looking for a marketing leader who

possesses an entrepreneurial and analytical mindset and is
a high performer on a team that manages and delivers on
the needs of clients The Position As a Product Marketing

Manager, you have experience leading an agile and
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dynamic development and technical environment, and
guiding cross-functional business teams to provide insight

and opportunity for our clients and team members You
know what it takes to create the best product experiences
for our clients You have strong client communication skills
and sell with clear articulation and data You are passionate

about elevating and advancing our industry You have
experience leading and developing a team at a senior level

You manage a portfolio of multiple clients and their
respective needs You ensure accountability and direct the

delivery of metrics from client needs to measure the
organization's success You have a track record of

effectively partnering with clients and delivering innovative
solutions to client problems You know how to effectively
manage a technical environment while collaborating with

cross-functional teams You are a strong communicator who
excels in verbally managing multiple client expectations

and implementing client initiatives You are able to serve as
a mentor c6a93da74d
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